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EFC / DFB Qualifikationsturnier

19 allstar Cup 2023
U23 European Circuit

City Reutlingen (WÜ)
Sporthalle Betzingen und Hans-Roth-Turnhalle
Hoffmannstraße 6
72770 Reutlingen-Betzingen

Nation Germany

Date Jan 14, 2023

Participation INTERNATIONAL OPEN
The number of participants is unlimited.
Corona: Participation according to rules of the state of Baden Württemberg, see remarks
A valid EFC licence is required.
A valid DFB fencing pass is a starting requirement for German fencers. Adolescents under the age
of 18 need a health certificate (not older than 365 days).

Quota None

Referees Referee qualification:
At least a national referee license is required
Judges not older then age of 60 years. Karis nicht älter als 60 Jahre.

Entries ind. per nation 5 - 9 10 - 15 16 +

Mandatory referees 1 2 3

Fine per tournament €500.00 €500.00 €500.00
Referees must be provided based on the total entries per day.
The referees activity is not paid by the organizer.
For the German clubs a deviating referee regulation applies:
3 starter no referee
4 - 7 starter 1 referee
8 and more starters 2 referees.
The referees officiating at EFC U23 circuit should have DFB CN licence and an annual licence,
good national or international level qualification and be aged minimum 18 and less than 60.

Federation European Fencing Confederation

Club Turn- und Sportgesellschaft Reutlingen 1843 e.V.

Organizer TSG Reutlingen 1843 e.V. Fechtabteilung und Verein zur Förderung des Fechtsports in Reutlingen
und Kirchentellinsfurt e.V.

Contact Marc Geckeler
Mähdlesäcker 15
72768 Reutlingen

Further information https://fencing.ophardt.online/en/widget/event/24505
View entries and results

Entries No entries on Ophardt Online. Please refer to the rules of: European Fencing Confederation
 (only by: National federation )until Jan 10, 2023

Cancel until Jan 10, 2023

Pre-entries Confederação Brasileira de Esgrima until Nov 30, 2022

Schweiz. Fechtverband until Jan 5, 2023

Deutscher Fechter-Bund e.V. until Jan 4, 2023

Day Entry Begin Continued Finals Competition allowed Quota Entry fee
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desk
close

14.01. 08:30 09:00 Epee Women's I Senior 1925 - 2009 €25.00

Equipment check Day Time Day Time Competition

14.01. 08:00
until
09:00

Epee Women's Senior Individual

Referee meeting 14.01. 08:30 Epee

Payment Payment Surcharge Remarks
Cash +€0.00 +0.00%

Late entry surcharge €10.00 per late entry

Competition manager Matthias Henkelmann

Format First round + direct elimination

Criteria for initial ranking of fencers
1. FIE senior ranking (only those having points)
2. FIE U20 ranking 1-64
3. EFC U23 circuit ranking
4. DFB senior ranking

Rules and legal The competition is held on the basis of the rules and regulations of the FIE, the EFC and the DFB.

Liability Organizer assume no liability. All participants are responsible for the personal equipment.

Jurisdiction The participants submit to the jurisdiction of the FIE, EFC and the relevant national federation.

Anti Doping Doping controls will be carried out.
The DFB / Organiser is not liable for damages resulting from incorrect performance of doping tests,
unless the DFB / Organiser is proven to have acted with intent or gross negligence.

Image / TV rights The participants and their legal representatives declare that they agree to a publication of their
names, clubs and year of birth as the as the competition data.. The fencer / legal representative
declares his consent to the production, distribution and display of images, sound and film during the
competitions. This consent is free of charge, has unlimited territorial and temporal validity and
applies to the right to the image as well as the general right of personality. It includes all media, but
in particular the right to reproduce recordings in print, TV shows and the Internet. There is the
possibility, but no obligation, to give the name.

Medical A doctor is present in the competition site.
Only doctors are entitled according to the international statutes to grant medical breaks during the
fights.

CORONA REGULATION:
No more extensive regulations of the EFC are currently in effect. To the extent that state or local
policies are in effect at the time of the event, they must be followed.

All participants are required to check prior to the event to see if any more extensive EFC or state
regulations have not been implemented.

Equipment Equipment according to definition FIE, EFC and DFB.

Supplier allstar Fechtcenter GmbH & Co. KG on site

Accomodation Hotellist at: http://allstarcup.fechten-reutlingen.de - at booking use the code „allstar Cup 23“!

Directions From the A8 freeway at the Degerloch intersection, take the B27 towards Tübingen.
Exit at Kirchentellinsfurt - Wannweil - Reutlingen-Betzingen, then follow the signs to Reutlingen

Catering The Cafeteria is run by our club.

Remarks Prizes:
1st place: 1000€ + cup
2nd place: 500€
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3rd place: 250€
Best Junior: Cup

On Sunday there will be a team tournament.
There are no start restrictions and everyone can participate.
The announcment can be found here: https://fencing.ophardt.online/de/widget/event/25383

If persons present do not comply with the rules, they may be expelled from the hall.
Since the regulations can change at any time, please check the current announcement again the
day before the tournament.
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2 allstar Team cup 2023
Mannschaftsturnier im Damendegen

City Reutlingen (WÜ)
Sporthalle Betzingen und Hans-Roth-Turnhalle
Hoffmannstraße 6
72770 Reutlingen-Betzingen

Nation Germany

Date Jan 15, 2023

Participation INTERNATIONAL OPEN
The number of participants is unlimited.
A valid DFB fencing pass is a starting requirement for German fencers. Adolescents under the age
of 18 need a health certificate (not older than 365 days).

Quota None

Referees Referees are not required.
Athletes may have to judge each other

Federation Deutscher Fechter-Bund e.V.

Club Turn- und Sportgesellschaft Reutlingen 1843 e.V.

Organizer TSG Reutlingen 1843 e.V. Fechtabteilung und Verein zur Förderung des Fechtsports in Reutlingen
und Kirchentellinsfurt e.V.

Contact Marc Geckeler
Mähdlesäcker 15
72768 Reutlingen

Further information https://fencing.ophardt.online/en/widget/event/25383
View entries and results

Entries Entries to: https://fencing.ophardt.online/
 only by: Clubuntil Jan 4, 2022

Cancel until Jan 10, 2022
E-Mail: allstarcup@fechten-reutlingen.de

Day Entry
desk
close

Begin Continued Finals Competition allowed Quota Entry fee

15.01. 08:30 09:00 Epee Women's T Senior 1923 - 2007 €40.00

Equipment check Day Time Day Time Competition

15.01. 08:00
until
09:00

Epee Women's Senior Team

Payment Payment Surcharge Remarks
Cash +€0.00 +0.00%

Format Knockout of 32, all places will be fought out.
Seeding will be based on the results from Saturday

Rules and legal The event takes place according to FIE regulations.

Liability Organizer assume no liability. All participants are for responsible for the personal equipment.

Jurisdiction Die Teilnehmenden unterwerfen sich der Gerichtsbarkeit des verantwortlichen
Landesfachverbandes.

Image / TV rights The participants and their legal representatives declare that they agree to a publication of their
names, clubs and year of birth as the as the competition data.. The fencer / legal representative
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declares his consent to the production, distribution and display of images, sound and film during the
competitions. This consent is free of charge, has unlimited territorial and temporal validity and
applies to the right to the image as well as the general right of personality. It includes all media, but
in particular the right to reproduce recordings in print, TV shows and the Internet. There is the
possibility, but no obligation, to give the name. This consent can be canceled at the DT on the day
of tournament.

Equipment Equipment according to definition DFB.
http://www.fechten.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Ausruestungsvorschriften_ab_1.8.21_UPDATE2.pdf

Supplier allstar Fechtcenter GmbH & Co. KG on site

Accomodation Hotellist at: http://allstarcup.fechten-reutlingen.de - at booking use the code „allstar Cup 23“!

Directions From the A8 freeway at the Degerloch intersection, take the B27 towards Tübingen.
Exit at Kirchentellinsfurt - Wannweil - Reutlingen-Betzingen, then follow the signs to Reutlingen

Catering The Cafeteria is run by our club.

Remarks If persons present do not comply with the rules, they may be expelled from the hall.
Since the regulations can change at any time, please check the current announcement again the
day before the tournament.


